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8-Oxoguanosine is the most common oxidatively generated
base damage and pairs with complementary cytidine within
duplex DNA. The 8-oxoguanosine� cytidine lesion, if not
recognized and removed, not only leads to G-to-T transversion
mutations but renders the base pair being more vulnerable to
the ionizing radiation and singlet oxygen (1O2) damage. Herein,
reaction dynamics of a prototype Watson� Crick base pair
[9MOG·1MC]*+, consisting of 9-methyl-8-oxoguanine radical
cation (9MOG*+) and 1-methylcystosine (1MC), was examined
using mass spectrometry coupled with electrospray ionization.
We first detected base-pair dissociation in collisions with the Xe
gas, which provided insight into intra-base pair proton transfer
of 9MOG*+ · 1MC Ð [9MOG � HN1]

* · [1MC+HN3’]
+ and subse-

quent non-statistical base-pair separation. We then measured
the reaction of [9MOG·1MC]*+ with 1O2, revealing the two most
probable pathways, C5-O2 addition and HN7-abstraction at
9MOG. Reactions were entangled with the two forms of 9MOG
radicals and base-pair structures as well as multi-configurations
between open-shell radicals and 1O2 (that has a mixed singlet/
triplet character). These were disentangled by utilizing approx-
imately spin-projected density functional theory, coupled-
cluster theory and multi-referential electronic structure model-
ing. The work delineated base-pair structural context effects
and determined relative reactivity toward 1O2 as [9MOG � H]

*

>

9MOG*+> [9MOG � HN1]
* · [1MC+HN3’]

+�9MOG*+ · 1MC.

1. Introduction

Oxidatively generated DNA damage upon the attack of various
exogenous and endogenous oxidants introduces a variety of
deleterious processes including mutagenesis and cancer.[1]

Among the different components of DNA, the guanine
nucleobase is the most readily oxidizable due to its lower
ionization potential (IP=7.68 eV in the gas phase[2] and
4.42 eV in aqueous[3]) and lower oxidation potential (E° =

1.29 V vs NHE)[4] compared to all the other natural DNA
nucleobases, phosphate and sugar moiety (See IP and E° of
DNA components in Table S1 in the Supporting Information).
Oxidation of guanine nucleobase and guanosine nucleoside
may occur via a Type I mechanism[5] mediated by one-electron
oxidants such as *OH and O2

*� or a Type II mechanism[5c–f,h,6]

mediated by the lowest electronically excited singlet molec-
ular oxygen O2 [a

1Δg].[7] The Type I oxidation of guanine/
guanosine (hereafter refer to G) leads to several products
including 8-oxoguanosine (OG),[5a,g,8] 2,5-diaminoimidazolone
(Iz),[8–9] 2,2,4-triamino-2H-oxazol-5-one (Oz) (in equilibrium with
guanidinooxalamide),[5a,8–10] and 2,6-diamino-4-hydroxy-5-for-
mamidopyrimidine (FapyG).[5a,g,8,11] The type II oxidation of
guanosine is structural and condition dependent: the reaction
leads to OG as a main product within DNA[12] whereas forms
spiroiminodihydantoin (Sp, under basic condition)[13] and
guanidinohydantoin (Gh, under acidic condition) in free
nucleobases/nucleosides and short oligonucleosides.[14]

As the most common base damage found in cells, OG
becomes more prone to further oxidatively generated damage
due to its 0.75 eV lower IP (6.93 eV in the gas phase)[15] and
0.55 V lower E° (0.74 V vs NHE)[16] than those of G. The
reactivity of OG toward 1O2 is about two orders of magnitude
higher than that of G.[17] These facts have struck extensive
research interests and many laboratories have contributed to
the work in delineating primary and secondary 1O2 oxidation
mechanisms of OG.[14a,17b,18] Scheme S1 in the Supporting
Information outlines major reaction pathways and products
for the 1O2 oxidation of OG. In brief, the

1O2 oxidation of a
neutral, isolated OG starts with a [2+2]-cycloaddition.[18a] The
product 4,5-dioxetane is stable only at low temperature and
decomposes upon warming.[18a] One decomposition pathway
is via the cleavage of both C4� C5 and O� O bonds, which leads
to the formation of a transient 9-membered macrocycle,[18a,c]

followed by hydrolysis and decarboxylation to cyanuric acid
and urea.[18a,c] Another decomposition pathway of 4,5-dioxe-
tane leads to the formation of a hydroperoxide 5-OOH-OG.[18h]
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The latter presents a wide range of downstream conversions
depending on reaction conditions. The reduction of 5-OOH-
OG give rises to 5-hydroxyl-OG[18a,h] which transforms to Sp at
pH�7[14a,17b,18h,j] or Gh at pH�7.[14a,18j] Alternatively, the C5� C6
cleavage of 5-OOH-OG and concurrent decarboxylation lead to
dehydro-guanidinohydantoin (GhOX).[18f] GhOX further evolves to
Iz and Oz[17b,18b] as well as ring-opened
guanidinooxalamide.[18d,e,i] The literature results demonstrate
the variability and versatility of the 1O2 chemistry with OG and
their sharp dependence on reactant structures and reaction
conditions. Particularly, the oxidation of OG within DNA differs
from that of an isolated monomer. For example, the GhOX

intermediate within DNA or oligonucleotides undergoes
hydration at the N3� C4 double bond, leading to parabanic
acid (Pa) after release of guanidine and to oxaluric acid (Oxa)
after further hydrolysis.[17b,18f,g]

Moreover, the gas-phase experiment carried out in our
laboratory revealed that an isolated protonated [OG+H]+ is
not prone to the 1O2 oxidation at all whereas the isolated
deprotonated [OG � H]� forms [5-OOHN7-OG � H]� (wherein
the subscript indicates the original position of proton) and
[dioxetane � H]� in the 1O2 oxidation.

[18k] Gas-phase reactions
occurred in a rarefied environment in the absence of solvents,
counterions and other solution variables (such as pH, temper-
ature, dielectric constant, etc.). This allows for detection of
intrinsic OG reactivity toward 1O2 and the early-stage reaction
kinetics and dynamics, all of which forms a basis to understand
and predict the divergent downstream pathways and secon-
dary conversions observed in aqueous solution. In view of a
glaring lack of such information in the literature, more gas-
phase reaction studies are warranted on the DNA nucleobase
and nucleoside oxidation chemistry as a supplementary to
conventional solution-phase experiments.

More recently, our laboratory investigated the 1O2 reac-
tions with the radical cations of 8-oxoguanosine (OG*+) and its
model compound 9-methyl-8-oxoguanine (9MOG*+, wherein
the methyl group mimics a ribose sugar) in the gas phase and
identified C5-O2 adducts as the initial oxidation products.

[18l]

That work, for the first time, provided the correlated
information of nucleobase ionization and singlet oxygenation.
Yet, we had a dilemma when extrapolating the gas-phase
chemistry of OG*+ into aqueous solution. An isolated OG*+ or
that within single-stranded (ss) DNA has a pKa of 3.42 for the
N1� H.[16b] Consequently, OG*+ would immediately lose a
proton to water and form a conjugated [OG � H]* neutral
radical. The scenario, however, changes in double-stranded
(ds) DNA, wherein OG takes place of G in pairing with C
(cytidine) in a Watson� Crick (WC) base pair.[19] Note that OG
may also form a Hoogsteen (HG) base pair with C;[20] never-
theless, this was not found in duplex DNA.[19–20] According to
our calculations (see Supporting Information), the HG-[OG·C]*+

conformers have much higher energies than their WC counter-
parts and are negligible. Within the WC-OG*+ ·C base pair,
OG*+ shares its N1� H with the N3’ (pKa 4.58) of C,

[21] effectively
trapping the acidic proton within the base pair even in
aqueous solution. In that sense, the work of OG*+ and [OG �
H]* in the gas phase has provided a basic knowledge of DNA

radicals, but the study of gas-phase [OG·C]*+ would be more
appropriate to characterize chemistry in oxidized DNA and
provide more biologically relevant information including
effects of structural context. Therefore, this work investigated
reaction of 1O2 with a model WC-[OG·C]

*+ system consisting of
9-methyl-8-oxoguanine (9MOG*+) and 1-methyl-cytosine (i. e.,
[9MOG·1MC]*+).

The Burrows group reported the formation and oxidation
of [OG·C]*+ by oxidizing OG·C with one-electron oxidants
(ONOOCO2

� -derived CO3
*� /*ΝΟ2 and Na2IrCl6) in solution.[22]

They measured the relative reactivity toward one-electron
oxidation as OG*+ nucleoside � OG*+ in ss oligonucleosides >
[OG·C]*+ and provided valuable information on how the
structural context (electrostatic, base stacking, base pairing,
sequence) affects the partitioning of the key intermediate 5-
OH-OG along the two hydantoin pathways leading to Sp and
Gh, respectively.[22] However, to the best of our knowledge, no
study has been reported on the 1O2 oxidation of [OG·C]

*+.
Base pairing is essential to maintaining the integrity of

DNA for cellular activities. A unique reaction related to base
pairing in duplex DNA is the intra-base pair proton transfer
(PT) via H-bonds, for example, 9MOG*+ · 1MC (referred to as a
conventional conformer)Ð [9MOG � HN1]

* · [1MC+HN3’]
+ (a PT

conformer). The PT equilibrium and kinetics may be revealed
by measuring collision-induced dissociation (CID) of the base-
pair ions, as each type of base-pair conformer produces
distinctly different fragment ions. The CID results can provide
insight into the unique chemical environment of bases in
duplex DNA that is expected to influence the singlet oxygen-
ation reaction of base pair versus that of an isolated
monomeric nucleoside.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the
Results and Discussion, we first report the CID results of
[9MOG ·1MC]*+ followed by the analysis of dissociation
potential energy diagram, intra-base pair PT and dissociation
kinetics. We then proceed to the experimental measurement
and theoretical modeling of the 1O2 reaction with
[9MOG ·1MC]*+, including comparisons with the oxidation
results of an isolated 9MOG*+ and [9MOG � H]*. The effects of
structural context on base-pair singlet oxygenation reactions
as well as the biological implications are summarized in
Conclusions. At last, in the Experimental and Computational
Section, experimental techniques, quantum chemistry compu-
tational methods and kinetics modeling are elaborated.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Assessment of [9MOG·1MC]*+ Structures

2.1.1. Base-Pair Conformers

[9MOG ·1MC]*+ has various conformers and tautomers due to
the keto-enol and amino-imine isomerization, intra-base pair
PT and hydrogen transfer (HT), as well as WC and HG pairing
structures. A total of 10 conformers were identified for
[9MOG ·1MC]*+ within an energy range of 2.1 eV using the
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ωB97XD/6-311+ +G(d,p) level of theory. Their structures,
relative enthalpies (ΔH at 298 K, with respect to the global
minimum), base-pairing energies and thermal equilibrium
populations are provided in Scheme S2 in the Supporting
Information. Their Cartesian coordinates are also provided in
the Supporting Information. Four of these conformers belong
to WC structures and the remaining six are HG. Within each
group, the conformers are listed in the order of relative
enthalpies as indicated by sequential numbers. A structural
formula is provided for each conformer, and the complemen-
tary pair of PT and HT isomers are indicated in parentheses.

The global minimum WC structure, WC-[9MOG ·1MC]*+_1,
adopts a conventional structure in that the N1� H of 9MOG
remains covalently bonded to 9MOG. The second lowest-
energy WC conformer, WC-[9MOG ·1MC]*+_2, with the energy
of 0.01 eV above the global minimum, has the N1� H of 9MOG
shifted to the N3’ of 1MC and thus represents a PT conformer
WC-[9MOG � HN1]

* · [1MC+HN3’]
+. The other two WC con-

formers adopt an enol conformation and both are 0.8–1.0 eV
higher in energy than WC-[9MOG ·1MC]*+_1. The thermal
equilibrium populations of WC-[9MOG ·1MC]*+_1 and _2 are
62% and 38%, respectively. The two of them are expected to
account for all of the WC structures in the ion beam. The other
WC structures are unlikely to populate under the experimental
condition.

Compared to WC-[9MOG ·1MC]*+_1, the major HG struc-
tures, HG-[9MOG � HN7]

* · [1MC+HN3’]
+_1 and _2, lie in energy

0.26–0.31 eV higher and have base-pairing energy 0.3–0.4 eV
less. More importantly, no HG structure was found for OG·C in

duplex DNA.[19–20] Therefore, we chose to use WC-
[9MOG ·1MC]*+_1 and _2 as starting reactant ion structures in
the analysis of experimental results. Our assignments are
consistent with the previous study[23] and have been further
validated by the base-pair dissociation threshold measure-
ments in the present work (which ruled out base-pair
structures with binding energy less than 1.8 eV). In the
remaining sections, we refer the two lowest-energy WC base-
pair structures as 9MOG*+ · 1MC and [9MOG � HN1]

* · [1MC+

HN3’]
+ and their mixtures as [9MOG ·1MC]*+.
As shown in Scheme 1, the electron configuration of

9MOG*+ · 1MC demonstrates a non-Aufbau principle. The
singly occupied molecular orbital (SOMO, localized on
9MOG*+) lies in energy below the highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO, localized on 1MC). On the other hand, [9MOG
� HN1]

* · [1MC+HN3’]
+ restores the expected Aufbau-MO

behavior in that the highest doubly occupied molecular orbital
(HDMO, localized on [1MC+H]+) lies in energy below the
SOMO (localized on [9MOG � HN1]

*). Non-Aufbau[24] MO
behavior was also found in [G·C]*+ [25] and [9MG ·1MC]*+.[26]

2.1.2. Base-Pair Dissociation Threshold Energies and Product
Ion Cross Sections

The CID of [9MOG ·1MC]*+ with the Xe gas was measured over
the center-of-mass collision energy (ECM) range from 0.05 to
5.0 eV. The experiment was performed on a guided-ion beam
tandem mass spectrometer.[27] The tandem mass spectrum

Scheme 1. Frontier MOs of 9MOG*+ · 1MC and [9MOG � HN1]
* · [1MC+HN3’]

+, with energies (in eV) calculated at ωB97XD/6-311+ +G(d,p). The proton involved
in intra-base pair PT is highlighted in orange.
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recorded at ECM=3 eV (Figure 1a) serves as a representative
product ion mass spectrum. The dissociation product ions
include 9MOG*+ (m/z 181) and [1MC+H]+ (m/z 126), verifying
the formation of both 9MOG*+ · 1MC and [9MOG � HN1]

* · [1MC
+HN3’]

+ and their respective dissociation. Note that the two
conformers have formed not only in the primary ion beam but
also in the collisional activation-induced isomerization within
the scattering cell. Their 0 K dissociation energies were
calculated at the DLPNO-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ//ωB97XD/6-
311+ +G(d,p) levels of theory as:

9MOG.þ � 1MC ! 9MOG.þ þ 1MC

DH ð0 KÞ ¼ 1:87 eV
(1)

½9MOG� HN1�
.

� ½1MCþ HN30 �
þ ! ½9MOG� H�. þ ½1MCþ H�þ

DH ð0 KÞ ¼ 1:79 eV
(2)

Figure 1b presents individual product ion cross sections as
a function of kinetic energy both in the center-of-mass (ECM)
and laboratory frame (Elab). As the ECM scale directly relates to
dissociation threshold energy, it is adopted in the following
discussion. The cross section of 9MOG*+ rises slowly from
ECM=1 eV and starts to level off at ECM=4.2 eV; the cross
section of [1MC+H]+, on the other hand, rises quickly and
reaches a plateau around 3 eV before it finally declines at
ECM�4 eV. [1MC+H]+ dominates in product ions throughout
the whole experimental energy range. To extract the 0 K
dissociation energy E0 of each conformer, individual cross
sections were analyzed using a modified line-of-center (LOC)

model[28] described in the Experimental and Computational
Section. The best LOC-fitted cross sections are presented by
solid lines, and LOC-fitted E0 for individual product ion
channels are indicated by vertical arrows. The E0 for reaction
(1) [Eq. (1)] was determined to be 1.88�0.1 eV, while that for
reaction (2) [Eq. (2)] was determined to be 1.85�0.1 eV. The
uncertainty of E0 was determined by a set of independent LOC
fits using a reasonable range of fitting parameters and
included the uncertainty in the absolute value of ECM. Overall,
the LOC model was able to successfully reproduce the
experimental cross sections from energies below the threshold
to ECM=4–5 eV. The two fitted E0 values are in good agree-
ment with the calculated ΔH (0 K) for reactions (1) and (2).

In the CID experiment, the [9MOG � HN1]
* · [1MC+HN3’]

+

conformer could have originated from the ion source or
formed from 9MOG*+ · 1MC upon collisional activation. It was
difficult to determine relative contributions. Fortunately, the
energy of [9MOG � HN1]

* · [1MC+HN3’]
+ is only 0.03 eV above

9MOG*+ · 1MC and this amount is within the 0.1 eV experimen-
tal uncertainty. In our analysis, all reaction energies are
presented with regard to the global minimum 9MOG*+ · 1MC.
The LOC fits have also ruled out significant contributions from
any high-energy lying base-pair conformers (otherwise, we
would have observed inflection in the cross section[29] at a
particular ECM). The declining cross section for [1MC+H]+ at
higher ECM may be partially due to a competition between the
two product channels, and partially due to the difficulty of
collecting product ions with increasing radial velocity by the
ion guide and Einzel lenses. The cross section for 9MOG*+

should have experienced the same issues but was not as
severe.

To assess the CID efficiency, hard-sphere collision cross
sections (σcollision) for the two base-pair conformers with Xe
were calculated using the orientation-averaged projected area
method available in the IMoS program.[30] Molecular structures
and polarizabilities were acquired from electronic structure
calculations at ωB97XD/6-311+ +G(d,p). The two conformers
have the same σcollision of 170 Å

2, which matches the sum of
9MOG*+ and [1MC+H]+ cross sections at ECM�4 eV. It
indicates that at high energies every single collision has led to
detectable base-pair dissociation.

2.1.3. Comparison of the Experiment with a Statistical Model

Static Potential Energy Diagram for Intra-Base Pair PT and
Dissociation. To get insight into base-pair dissociation dynam-
ics, we first examined the schematic reaction coordinate and
0 K potential energy diagram of 9MOG*+ · 1MC and [9MOG �
HN1]

* · [1MC+HN3’]
+ constructed using the DLPNO-CCSD(T)/aug-

cc-pVQZ//ωB97XD/6-311+ +G(d,p) method, as shown in Fig-
ure 2. 9MOG*+ · 1MC may transfer the N1� H of 9MOG to the N3’
of 1MC, yielding [9MOG � HN1]

* · [1MC+HN3’]
+. The PT barrier,

TS-PT, lies in energy 0.11 eV above 9MOG*+ · 1MC and 0.08 eV
above [9MOG � HN1]

* · [1MC+HN3’]
+. Since this barrier height is

comparable to thermal energy (kT=0.03 eV) and much lower
than the dissociation energies, a thermal equilibrium could be

Figure 1. CID of [9MOG·1MC]*+ with Xe. a) Product ion mass spectrum
recorded at ECM=3.0 eV, and b) product ion cross section as a function of
kinetic energy in the laboratory frame (Elab, upper x-axis) and center-of-mass
frame (ECM, lower x-axis). Red circles with error bars are experimental data
and solid lines are LOC fits.
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expected between the two conformers. 9MOG*+ · 1MC and
[9MOG � HN1]

* · [1MC+HN3’]
+ dissociate to 9MOG*+ +1MC

(calculated ΔH=1.87 eV and experimental E0=1.88�0.1 eV)
and [9MOG � HN1]

*

+ [1MC+HN3’]
+ (calculated ΔH=1.79 eV and

experimental E0=1.85�0.1 eV), respectively.
The insets in Figure 2 illustrate the spin density contour

plots (top) and electrostatic potential-fitted maps (ESP,
bottom) for the two base-pair conformers. The ESP maps
provide a visualization of charge distribution. In the 9MOG*+

· 1MC conformer, the 9MOG moiety carries most of the positive
charge as indicated by the color scheme. Following PT, the
9MOG moiety in [9MOG � HN1]

* · [1MC+HN3’]
+ loses charge to

the 1MC moiety, and the latter has overall more positive
charge than 9MOG, albeit the charge is quite diffused over
1MC. The spin density plots indicate the location of the radical
electron. In both conformers, the unpaired electron is
exclusively located on 9MOG. In this sense, charge and spin
are separated in [9MOG � HN1]

* · [1MC+HN3’]
+.

Product Ratios. The experimentally determined product ion

ratio of 1MCþH½ �þ

9MOG�þ is plotted in Figure 3 as a function of ECM. The
ratio is up to 7.3 at ECM=2.5–2.6 eV, drops to 6 at 2.7–2.8 eV, 5
at 2.9–3.3 eV, 4 at 3.4–4.4 eV, and maintains around 3 through-
out 5 eV. The product ratio implies that either the population of
[9MOG � HN1]

* · [1MC+HN3’]
+ exceeded that of 9MOG*+ · 1MC

upon collisional activation, or the dissociation rate of [9MOG �
HN1]

* · [1MC+HN3’]
+ in reaction (2) exceeds that of 9MOG*+ · 1MC

in reaction (1), or the combination of two. To look into what
factor(s) is in play, we turned to the Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-
Marcus (RRKM) modeling.[31] The fundamental assumption of
the RRKM theory is that energy is randomized and distributed
statistically among all of the energetically accessible states at

the transition state (TS) with no subsequent re-crossings,[32] and
a statistical reaction occurs via minimum-energy pathway on
the reaction potential energy surface, as the density of states is
highest for such a pathway. The RRKM unimolecular rate
constant (kdiss) is [Eq. (3)]:

kdiss E; Jð Þ ¼
d
h

PJ
K¼� J G½E � E0 � Eyr J; Kð Þ�
PJ

K¼� J N½E � Er ðJ; KÞ�
(3)

where E is the system energy, d is the reaction pathway
degeneracy, h is the Planck’s constant, G is the total number of
accessible states at TS, N is the reactant density of states, J is
the total angular momentum quantum number of the reaction
system, K is the rotational quantum number, E0 is the
dissociation threshold, and Er and Er

† are rotational energies of

Figure 2. Schematic reaction coordinate and potential energy diagram of 9MOG*+ · 1MC and [9MOG � HN1]
* · [1MC+HN3’]

+ calculated at 0 K using the DLPNO-
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ//ωB97XD/6-311+ +G(d,p) levels of theory. Insets show the base-pair spin density contours and electrostatic potential maps (ESP, with
the color bar for charge scale) wherein C, H, O and N atoms are in gray, white, red and blues colors, respectively. The proton involved in PT is highlighted in
orange.

Figure 3. Comparison of product ion ratios in the Xe CID of [9MOG·1MC]*+

with RRKM predications. Red dots represent experimental data. The cyan
solid line represents the loose-TS limit while the olive green line represents
the tight-TS limit, and the area between represents the RRKM regime.
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reactant and TS, respectively. J was treated as a good quantum
number and conserved in the calculations, and (2 J+1) K-levels
were all active and counted toward kdiss(E,J).

In a statistical framework, the densities of states of 9MOG*+

· 1MC and [9MOG � HN1]
* · [1MC+HN3’]

+ at a specific ECM
correlate with their relative populations at that energy,[32] the

ratio of ½1MCþH�þ

9MOG�þ can therefore be evaluated as
N½9MOG � HN1 �� �½1MCþHN30 �þ � k½9MOG � HN1 �� �½1MC þ HN30 �þ

N9MOG�þ �1MC � k9MOG�þ �1MC
at each ECM, where N is density

of states and k is dissociation rate constant. The base-pair
dissociation occurs at product asymptote and there is no
reverse barrier. To this end, we assumed two types of TSs for
the RRKM calculations, i. e., tight- versus loose-TS.[33] In the tight-
TS model, vibrational frequencies of the TS were taken from the
parent base pair except that the symmetric stretching fre-
quency of intra-base pair H-bonds was removed as it
corresponds to the dissociation reaction coordinate (RC). In the
loose-TS model, all the base-pair frequencies that are parti-
tioned into dissociation products are conserved, which account
for a total of (3 × atom number � 12) vibrational modes. The
remaining 6 base-pair vibrational frequencies are associated
with inter-base motions (out-of-plane butterfly bending, out-of-
plane twisting, in-plane bending/gearing, anti-symmetric out-
of-plane bending/step, symmetric stretching and anti-symmet-
ric stretching). Among these, the symmetric stretching (the
dissociation RC) was removed, and the remaining 5 modes were
converted to transitional and rotational motions in the prod-
ucts. Their frequencies were scaled by a factor of 0.5 to account
for the looseness of TS and the dissociation entropy. According
to the literature work, this scaling factor was appropriate for
modeling dissociation of weakly bonded complexes such as
metal(ligand)n complexes.

[33b–d] We also tried orbiting TSs[33a] for
base-pair dissociation. The orbiting TSs are defined as loose TSs
located at the centrifugal barrier which correspond to a loose
association of products. The TSs assume that the dissociation
frequencies are all converted to rotations in products. However,
the dissociation ks estimated from the orbiting TSs were
unrealistically slower than the ion time of flight (TOF) in mass
spectrometer, suggesting the orbiting TSs are not appropriate
to describe base-pair dissociation. This is because the base-pair
H-bonding is much stronger than typical ion-molecule inter-
action.

Two sets of RRKM calculations were carried out using the
tight- and loose-TSs, respectively. The results are compared in
Figure 3. In both tight- and loose-TS models,
[9MOG � HN1]

* · [1MC+HN3’]
+ dissociates faster than 9MOG*+

· 1MC by a factor of 3–4. On the other hand, 9MOG*+ · 1MC is
dominating over [9MOG � HN1]

* · [1MC+HN3’]
+. The combina-

tion of ks and Ns allows us to propose a RRKM regime as
highlighted in Figure 3. The top boundary of the regime is set
by the loose-TS limit, while the bottom boundary is set by the
tight-TS limit. The range for predicted product ratio at any ECM
spans a factor of 3 from one limit to the other. Any product
ratio located within this regime can be described as statistical
mechanism mediated. Qualitatively, the RRKM model repro-
duced the two trends in the experiment: the product ions

[1MC+H]+ are dominating, and the ratio of 1MCþH½ �þ

9MOG�þ decreases
with increasing ECM. Quantitively, the experimental product
ratio seems approaching the lower, tight-TS limit at high
energies. Yet, at ECM < 3 eV, the experimental ratio is at least a
factor of 2 lower than the RRKM prediction. The deviation
between the experiment and RRKM becomes small toward
high ECM; but at the high ECM, the reaction became more direct
rather than complex-mediated, so the statistical assumption
may not be fully valid. In this sense, the low-energy reaction
behavior is a more sensible probe and it suggests that the
reaction is at least not fully controlled by a statistical
mechanism.

In our previous study, the WC type [9MG ·1MC � H] � ,[34]

[9MG ·1MC+H]+,[35] [9MG ·9MG]*+,[36] [9MOG ·9MG]*+,[36] and
[9MG ·1MC]*+ [26] were all found to behave non-statistically in
CID. In all of these cases, CID products from a PT base-pair
conformer dominate over those produced from a conventional
base-pair conformer, despite that the two conformers have
similar dissociation thresholds. Interestingly, the CID of HG
type [9MG ·1MC+H]+ follows a statistical mechanism.[37] Those
results led us to hypothesize that non-statistical dissociation
kinetics is the nature of WC base pairs. Non-statistical
dissociation is accompanied with an characteristic intra-base
pair PT originating from the N1� H at the WC-edge. The
present work has provided a new supporting case.

2.2. Dissection of Singlet Oxygenation to [9MOG·1MC]*+

2.2.1. Oxidation Product Ions and Cross Sections

Guided by the base-pair CID results as well as our previous
work on the 1O2 oxidation of the monomeric 9MOG

*+,[18l] the
present work measured the 1O2 reaction with the
[9MOG ·1MC]*+ base pair. The measurement was carried out
over an ECM range of 0.02–0.2 eV. Results are summarized in
Figure 4. The inset in the figure demonstrates a product ion
mass spectrum acquired at ECM=0.02 eV. Product ions were
detected only at m/z 338, corresponding to a [9MOG ·1MC]*+

Figure 4. Product ion cross section (left axis) and reaction efficiency (right
axis) of [9MOG·1MC]*+ + 1O2 as a function of ECM. Inset shows a product ion
mass spectrum measured at ECM=0.02 eV.
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� O2 adduct. Product ion cross section was plotted as function
of ECM, and error bars were determined from five sets of
measurements. The cross section is up to 2.4 Å2 at the lowest
ECM but decreases at high energies, representing the energy
dependence of an exothermic, barrierless ion-molecule reac-
tion. The reaction efficiency for [9MOG ·1MC]*+ toward 1O2 was
calculated as the ratio of product ion cross section to σcollision.
σcollision was taken the greater of the ion-induced dipole capture
collision cross section[38] and hard-sphere collision cross
section. The hard-sphere cross section was determined using
the aforementioned projection area method available in IMoS.
The resulting reaction efficiency was plotted in dark green in
the figure (against the right axis). The efficiency reaches 1.6%
at ECM=0.02 eV, 1.2% at 0.05 eV and decreases dramatically to
0.4% at 0.8 eV, becoming negligible above 0.10 eV.

One aim of the present measurement is to mimic and
reveal the effects of local base-pair environment in ds DNA on
the reactivity of 9MOG*+ toward oxidation. It is thus
informative to review the reaction outcome of 1O2 with single
9MOG*+.[18l] Similarly, the 1O2 oxidation of 9MOG

*+ formed an
O2-adduct through an exothermic pathway and has no
reaction activation barrier above the reactants. The reaction
efficiency of 1O2 with 9MOG

*+ reaches 2.3–2.5% at ECM=0.05–
0.15 eV, gradually drops to 2% at 0.2 eV and 1% at 0.33 eV,
and becomes <0.3% at ECM�0.5 eV. Compared to 9MOG

*+,
the reactivity of [9MOG ·1MC]*+ toward 1O2 drops significantly
(by more than a factor of 2 at 0.05 eV), and the product ion
cross section declines much faster at high ECM. This resemble
the type I oxidation reactivity of OG*+ nucleoside � OG*+ in ss
oligonucleosides > [OG·C]*+ reported by Burrows and co-
worker.[22] At first glance, the lower reactivity of the base pair
might be explained by the steric hinderance of the comple-
mentary nucleobase. Nevertheless, the equilibrium of 9MOG*+

· 1MC Ð [9MOG � HN1]
* · [1MC+HN3’]

+ brings about two
different forms of 9MOG radicals. It is necessary to first
distinguish the individual 1O2 oxidizability of 9MOG

*+ versus
[9MOG � H]*.

2.2.2. Reaction Coordinates and Potential Energy Diagrams
for 1O2 with 9MOG

*+ versus [9MOG � H]* and those in the
Base Pair

Benchmark Approximately Spin-Projected (AP)-Density Func-
tional Theory (DFT), CASPT2 and NEVPT2. One challenge in
modeling the 1O2 reactions is that, due to spin contamination
arising from the low-energy lying 3O2 state, single-reference DFT
is not able to correctly describe the multireference character of
1O2

[39] as well as its addition to the doublet, open-shell 9MOG*+.
As a consequence, the DFT-calculated 9MG*+� 1O2 adduct not
only suffered from spin contamination of a lower-energy lying
quartet-state 4[9MOG*+ "ð Þ � � �3O2 ""ð Þ] (see Scheme S3 in the
Supporting Information for doublet and quartet electron
configurations), but also converged to a lower-energy but
incorrect doublet-state 2[9MOG*+ #ð Þ � � �3O2 ""ð Þ]. These two
states are distinctively different than the correct but higher-
energy lying doublet-state 2[9MOG*+ "ð Þ � � �1O2 "#ð Þ]. The spin

contamination was quantitively evaluated using the CCSD(T) T1
diagnostic.[40] A T1 value that is larger than 0.02 for a closed-
shell system or larger than 0.03 for an open-shell system
indicates severe multiconfigurational characters or nondynam-
ical correlation effects, which require other important config-
urations as references in the treatment of nondynamic electron
correlation.[40a] In the case of 9MOG*+ + 1O2, not only the

1O2
reactant (T1=0.015) and the early-stage reaction precursor
complex (0.026) suffer from spin contamination but also the TSs
(T1=0.02–0.026) for various O2-addition routes. To acquire
accurate electronic structures and reaction potential energies,
we have tried two different approaches. The first approach was
to apply the Yamaguchi’s approximate spin projection (AP)[41] to
the ωB97XD functional in reaction structure optimization and
the second approach was to employ multireferential electronic
structure theories. Two multireferential theories were chosen,
including the CASPT2[42] method which adds dynamical correla-
tions to the conventional complete active space self-consistent-
field method (CASSCF)[43] using 2nd-order perturbation theory,
and the N-electron valence state 2nd-order perturbation theory
(NEVPT2).[44] Note that the conventional CASSCF method was
not chosen, as CASSCF includes primarily static electron
correlation and consequently overestimated reaction energies
and activation barrier in the 1O2 reactions with neutral
guanine[45] and guanine radical cation.[46]

We have previously proposed probable reaction pathways
for the 1O2 oxidation of 9MOG

*+.[18l] These include C4- and C5-
terminal addition of O2 to 9MOG

*+ and subsequent formation
of 4- and 5-hydroperoxides, concerted 2,4-cycloaddition across
the dienophile C2� C4 bond of 9MOG*+, and H-abstraction of
9MOG*+ by 1O2 to dehydrogenated [9MOG � H]+ and HOO*

followed by product recombination to form 4-hydroperoxides.
These pathways are presented in Scheme S4 in the Supporting
Information. Reaction energies for these pathways were
calculated at AP-ωB97XD/6-31+G(d,p), CASPT2(21e,15o)/6-
31G(d,p) and NEVPT2(15e,12o)/6-31+G(d,p), respectively. En-
ergy results are compiled in Table S2 in the Supporting
Information, and variances between difference theories are
compared in Table S3 in the Supporting Information. The AP-
ωB97XD-calculated reaction energies closely match the
CASPT2 energies, and their differences are between � 0.30 and
+0.40 eV. For most reaction species, the CASPT2 energy is
about 0.02–0.3 eV lower than the AP-ωB97XD value. The
exceptions are TS5OOHN7, TS4OOHN1, TS4OOHN2, TS4OOHN7
and TS24, for which the CASPT2 energies are 0.1 eV or more
higher than AP-ωB97XD. Both AP-ωB97XD and CASPT2 have
predicted that anti-/syn-5-OO-9MOG*+ (indicated bold in
Table S2, and anti-/syn- refer to the orientation of the peroxide
group with respect to the imidazole ring) are the only
exothermic products with activation barriers below the
reactants. The other pathways require higher activation
energies and/or larger product formation endothermicities.
NEVPT2, on the contrary, has predicted that all product
pathways are endothermic (or have a high-energy barrier).
Considering that an exothermic O2-addition was indeed
observed in our experiment,[18l] we concluded that NEVPT2 has
badly overestimated reaction energies. The large energy
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difference between the CASPT2 and NEVPT2 calculations in
this work may be caused by the smaller active space being
used for the NEVPT2 calculations as a trade-off between
accuracy and cost. In the following work, only AP-ωB97XD and
CASPT2 were used.

Comparison of 1O2 with 9MOG*+ versus [9MOG � H]*. The
ion-beam experiment could not measure the reactivity of
neutral [9MOG � H]* directly. To this end, computation has
provided a useful guidance on [9MOG � H]* versus 9MOG*+ in
the singlet oxygenation reaction. The right portion of Table S2
in the Supporting Information presents the reaction results for
[9MOG � H]*+ 1O2. Pathways and products of the same type in
9MOG*+ + 1O2 versus [9MOG � H]

*

+ 1O2 are listed side by side
in Table S2. Scheme S5 in the Supporting Information portrays
the reaction pathways for the 1O2 addition to [9MOG � H]*.
[9MOG � H]* reproduces nearly all of the pathways of 9MOG*+

except that [9MOG � H]* does not have C4-O2 addition,
formation of 5-OOHN1 hydroperoxide, or HN2-abstraction. How-
ever, those pathways are the least favorable for 9MOG*+;
therefore, they are not likely to result in a noticeable difference
in the reactivities of 9MOG*+ versus [9MOG � H]*. The
dominating similarity between 9MOG*+ and [9MOG � H]* is
that both favor C5-O2 addition, despite that the energies of
syn-/anti-[5-OO-9MOG � H]* are about 0.2–0.35 eV lower than
those of anti-/syn-[5-OO-9MOG]*+. Their differences are: (1) the
remaining pathways of [9MOG� H]* are more than 0.35 eV lower
in energy than those of 9MOG*+; (2) formation of [9MOG �
HN7]

+ +HOO* is endothermic in 9MOG*+ but the same reaction
becomes exothermic in [9MOG � H]*; and (3) [9MOG � H]*

presents new, 2,5-cycloaddition. These findings serve as refer-
ence points for understanding radical reactivities within a base-
pair context.

Reaction Pathways and Potential Energy Diagram for the
Base Pair. Finally, we analyze the 1O2 reactions with 9MOG

*+

· 1MC Ð [9MOG � HN1]
* · [1MC+HN3’]

+. A ChemDraw schematic
description of all probable reaction pathways for 9MOG*+ · 1MC
and [9MOG � HN1]

* · [1MC+HN3’]
+ is available in Schemes S6

and S7 in the Supporting Information. Their numerical results
are summarized in Table 1.

The schematic reaction coordinates and potential energy
diagram for these pathways are depicted in Figure 5. The
GaussView structures in the bottom of Figure 5 compare
reaction structures for 9MOG*+ · 1MC with their analogues for
[9MOG � HN1]

* · [1MC+HN3’]
+. We adopt the similar nomencla-

tures for the intermediate and TS in the same type of reaction
but use suffix (PT) to distinguish. The potential energy diagram
displays the two sets of reaction energies which were
calculated using AP-ωB97XD/6-31+G(d,p) and CASPT2/
631G(d,p), respectively. At both levels of theory, the product
syn-/anti-5OO has activation barrier located below reactants
(i. e., barrierless), the [9MOG � HN7]

+ +HOO* and [9MOG � HN1
� HN7]+HOO

* are near thermal, whereas the formation of
5OOHN1 and 5OOHN7 requires high activation barrier.

2.3. Interplay between Intra-Base Pair PT and Singlet
Oxygenation

Comparison of the 1O2 oxidation of the monomeric radicals
versus those within the base pair provides the knowledge of
how structural context influences DNA oxidative damage.
Influences of base-pairing on singlet oxygenation and the
interplay with intra-base pair PT are reflected in many aspects:
(1) Effect of intra-base pair PT (9MOG*+ · 1MC versus [9MOG �

HN1]
* · [1MC+HN3’]

+): Reaction pathways of 1O2 with the two
base-pair conformers are mostly identical, except for the
lack of 5-OOHN1 formation in [9MOG � HN1]

* · [1MC+HN3’]
+.

For both base pairs, the formation of 5-peroxides represents

Table 1. Reaction energies (eV, all are with respect to 9MOG*+ · 1MC+ 1O2) for
1O2 with 9MOG

*+ · 1MC and [9MOG � HN1]
* · [1MC+HN3’]

+, calculated at
different levels of theory. Products indicated in bold represent the most probable ones detected in the experiment.
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Figure 5. Singlet O2 reaction coordinates, potential energy diagram, and structures for 9MOG
*+ · 1MC and [9MOG � HN1]

* · [1MC+HN3’]
+. Reaction enthalpies

were calculated at AP-ωB97XD/6-31+G(d,p) and CASPT2/6-31G(d,p)//ωB97XD/6-31+G(d,p), respectively, including 298 K thermal corrections. Energy
differences between the two levels of theory are indicated by black vertical lines in the diagrams. Different reaction pathways are distinguished using different
colors.
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the energetically most probable, followed by HN7-abstrac-
tion. The experiment ruled out endothermic channels
including 2,4-cycloaddition, HN2-abstraction, and 5-OOHN1
and 5-OOHN7 hydroperoxides.

(2) Effect of base pairing (9MOG*+ · 1MC versus 9MOG*+, and
[9MOG � HN1]

* · [1MC+HN3’]
+ versus [9MOG � H]*): The

reaction diversity of 9MOG*+ · 1MC toward 1O2 appears to
be similar to that of the monomeric 9MOG*+. The major
difference is that in 9MOG*+, the 5-OOHN2 and 5-OOHN7 are
formed following the formation of 5-OO peroxides, whereas
in 9MOG*+ · 1MC, the formation of the same 5-OOH hyper-
oxides are mediated by the recombination of the H-
abstraction product and HOO*. Similarly, in the case of
[9MOG � HN1]

* · [1MC+HN3’]
+ versus [9MOG � H]* with 1O2,

the formation of 5-OOHN2 and 5-OOHN7 hydroperoxides are
mediated by 5-OO peroxides in the monomer whereas
preceded by H-abstraction in the base pair. Furthermore,
2,5-cycloaddition is present in the monomer but missing in
the base pair.

(3) Electrostatic effect (9MOG*+ versus [9MOG � H]*, and
9MOG*+ · 1MC versus [9MOG � HN1]

* · [1MC+HN3’]
+): In the

monomeric forms, [9MOG � H]* presents up to 1.1 eV
favorability in reaction energetics than 9MOG*+. In the
base-pair context, [9MOG � H]* · [1MC+H]+ is only up to
0.25 eV more favorable in reaction energetics than 9MOG*+

· 1MC. This implies a preference for the O2 attack upon a
neutral [9MOG � H]* moiety, but the preference becomes
less in duplex DNA.

(4) Effect on reaction pathways (9MOG*+ versus [9MOG � H]*

and those in the base pair): The 4-peroxide, and the 4-
OOHN1 and 4-OOHN2 hydroperoxides only form in the
singlet oxygenation of the monomeric 9MOG*+ but not in
the monomeric [9MOG � H]* or any base pairs. The 4-
OOHN7 hydroperoxide is formed in both the 9MOG

*+ and
[9MOG � H]* monomers but again not in any base pair.
This supports the fact that the base-pair structure leads to
lower accessibility for O2 addition.

(5) Effect on base-pairing energy: Singlet oxygenation slightly
increases base-pairing energy in a conventional structure
whereas significantly decreases base-pairing energy in a PT
structure. The pairing energy (with BSSE correction) is
2.16 eV for 9MOG*+ · 1MC versus 2.03 eV for [9MOG �
HN1]

* · [1MC+HN3’]
+. After the O2 addition, it becomes

2.31 eV for 5-OO-9MOG*+ · 1MC versus 1.84 eV for [5-OO-
9MOG � HN1]

* · [1MC+HN3’]
+.

(6) Effect on overall reactivity: The reaction energies (activation
barriers and product enthalpies) of [9MOG � HN1]

* · [1MC+

HN3’]
+ with 1O2 are more favorable than those of 9MOG

*+

· 1MC. The implication is that the PT conformation becomes
more stable than the conventional one in an oxidized base
pair.
The comparison of isolated versus base-pair radicals in

different charge states is more informative. In the case for the
main product 5-peroxide, [5-OO-9MOG]*+ · 1MC is 0.1–0.15 eV
lower than the monomeric 5-OO-9MOG*+, whereas [5-OO-
9MOG � HN1]

* · [1MC+HN3’]
+ is 0.1–0.2 eV higher than [5-OO-

9MOG � H]*. What is more remarkable is the HN7-abstraction.

The reaction of 9MOG*+ ·1MC+ 1O2 ! [9MOG � HN7]
+ ·1MC+

HOO* is exothermic (or near thermal). For comparison, the
reaction of 9MOG*+ + 1O2 ! [9MOG � HN7]

+ +HOO* increases
the energy by more than 0.2 eV and becomes endothermic.
The same reaction remains marginally exothermic or endo-
thermic (depending on the calculation levels of theory) for
[9MOG � H]* and [9MOG � HN1]

* · [1MC+HN3’]
+. The exper-

imental and theoretical findings lead to the order of reactivity:
[9MOG � H]*>9MOG*+ > [9MOG � HN1]

* · [1MC+HN3’]
+

>9MOG*+ · 1MC.

3. Conclusions

The 8-oxoguanosine� cytidine base pair represents a common
DNA lesion. Failure to remove OG and restore the correct G·C
code before replication not only leads to formation of HG
OG·A(adenosine) base pair[47] and ultimately G ! T(thymidine)
transversion mutations,[48] but also renders the base pair more
vulnerable to ionizing radiation, singlet oxygenation and other
oxidative damage. This work examined the reaction kinetics
and thermodynamics for the intra-base pair proton transfer,
dissociation and singlet oxygenation of the Watson� Crick
base-pair radical cation [9MOG ·1MC]*+. The non-statistical
dissociation of [9MOG ·1MC]*+ in collisions with Xe was
discovered in terms of [9MOG � HN1]

* · [1MC+HN3’]
+ ! [9MOG

� HN1]
*

+ [1MC+HN3’]
+ � 9MOG*+ · 1MC ! 9MOG*+ +1MC,

and the ratio of 1MCþH½ �þ

9MOG�þ significantly deviates from a statistic
RRKM prediction. This result suffices a new supporting case to
our previous findings that non-statistical CID is characteristic
of Watson� Crick base-pair ions containing guanine and/or 8-
oxoguianine, and provides insight into base-pairing structure.
The reaction of [9MOG ·1MC]*+ with 1O2 produced an
exothermic O2-adduct. The reaction efficiency reaches only
1.6% at the center-of-mass collision energy of 0.02 eV and
declines quickly with increasing collision energy, becoming
negligible above 0.10 eV. This efficiency is more than a factor
of 2 lower than that of the monomeric 9MOG*+. To distinguish
and disentangle the contributions of 9MOG*+ · 1MC versus
[9MOG � HN1]

* · [1MC+HN3’]
+ to the reaction with 1O2 and the

base-pair structural effects on the reaction, reaction pathways
and energies of individual base-pair conformers and the
monomeric 9MOG*+ and [9MOG � H]* were mapped out using
approximately spin-projected DFT and CASPT2. The combined
experimental and theoretical results have pinpointed a few
key factors: 1) both single nucleobases and base pairs lead to
5-OO peroxides as the most probable products in the initial
1O2 oxidation, and this pathway has no barrier above reactants;
2) HN7-abstraction becomes thermodynamically feasible for
[9MOG � H]* which leads to [9MOG � HN1 � HN7]+HOO

*, but
the same pathway does not open to 9MOG*+. Interestingly,
HN7-abstraction becomes feasible in both 9MOG

*+ · 1MC and
[9MOG � HN1]

* · [1MC+HN3’]
+; 4) the reactions of [9MOG � H]*

is more energetically favorable than those of 9MOG*+ both in
monomers and in a base-pair context. The combined results
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lead to the order of reactivity as [9MOG � H]* > 9MOG*+ >

[9MOG � HN1]
* · [1MC+HN3’]

+ � 9MOG*+ · 1MC.

Experimental and Computational Section
All chemicals were used as supplied: 9MOG (received as a gift
from Dr. Bernhard Lippert at University of Dortmund, Germany),[49]

1MC (Enamine, 95%), Cu(NO3)2 (Alfa Aesar, 99.999%), KOH (Fisher
Chemical, >85%), and 35 wt.% H2O2 (Acros Organics). The Xe gas
(99.995%) was purchased from Spectral Gases, the He gas
(research grade) was purchased from T.W. Smith, and the Cl2 gas
(�99.5%) was from Sigma-Aldrich. All the solvents used were
HPLC grade.

Formation and reactions of [9MOG·1MC]*+

Tandem CID Mass Spectrometric Experiment. The experiment was
carried out on a home-built tandem mass spectrometer coupled
with an electrospray ionization (ESI) source.[27] Details of instrumen-
tation including calibration, data collection and analysis were
described previously. The base-pair radical cations [9MOG·1MC]*+

were prepared by collision-induced redox-separation of CuII-base-
pair complexes in the gas phase. This nucleobase radical cation
generation method was first reported by O’Hair,[50] Bohme[51] and
their co-workers. The same method was adopted in the formation
of base-pair radical cations of WC guanosine� cytidine and
guanosine/deoxyguanosine homodimers and heterodimers by
O’Hair group[52] and in the formation of [9MG·1MC]*+,[26]

[9MG ·9MG]*+,[36] [9MOG·9MG]*+,[36] and [9MOG·9MOG]*+ [36] in our
laboratory. The CuII-base-pair complexes were formed in a meth-
anol/water (v/v 3 :1) solution containing 0.25 mM 9MOG, 0.25 mM
1MC and 0.25 mM Cu(NO3)2. The solution was sprayed into ambient
atmosphere through an ESI needle (biased at ~2.35 kV with respect
to the ground) at a flow rate of 0.06 mL/h. The positively charged
droplets containing doubly charged copper nucleobase complexes
[CuII(9MOG)m(1MC)n]

2+ entered a heated (190 °C) desolvation capil-
lary through an 0.23 mm-diameter entrance aperture of the mass
spectrometer, and were converted into gaseous complexes
throughout the capillary. The desolvation capillary was biased at
130 V relative to the ground. A skimmer of 1.0 mm-diameter orifice
was located at 3 mm away from the end of the capillary and biased
at 23 V relative to the ground. The electrical potential difference
between the capillary and the skimmer promoted collision-induced
dissociation of the gaseous CuII-base pair complexes with the
background gas (at a pressure of 1.7 Torr) in the source chamber of
the mass spectrometer, of which the redox-separation of [CuII-
(9MOG·1MC)3]

*2+ led to the formation of [CuI(9MOG·1MC)2]
+ and

[9MOG·1MC]*+.

Ions including [9MOG ·1MC]*+ were guided through the skimmer
to a radio frequency (rf) hexapole ion guide and had thermalizing
collisions with the background gas within the hexapole (at a
pressure of 20 mTorr). Internal energies of the thermalized ions
could be described by a Maxwell� Boltzmann distribution at
310 K. The ions were then focused into and mass-selected by the
first quadrupole mass filter in the tandem mass spectrometer. The
mass-selected [9MOG ·1MC]*+ ions were collimated by a set of
electrostatic lenses into a rf octopole ion guide where ions were
radially trapped by rf potential. In addition to the rf potential, a
DC bias voltage was applied on the octopole to accelerate/
deaccelerate the ion beam at the octopole entrance to a desired
kinetic energy in the laboratory frame (Elab). The latter was used to
control the center-of-mass collision energy (ECM) between
[9MOG ·1MC]*+ and Xe gas, i. e., ECM ¼ Elab �

mneutral

ðmionþmneutralÞ
wherein

mneutral and mion are the masses of the neutral reactant gas and

reactant ion, respectively. The [9MOG ·1MC]*+ ions then passed
through the octopole that is surrounded by a scattering cell
containing the Xe target gas for collision-induced dissociation.
The pressure of the Xe gas within the scattering cell was
maintained at 0.015 mTorr. With this pressure, the base-pair ions
had at most single collisions with Xe. The probability for single
ion-neutral collisions was 3%, and that for multiple ion-neutral
collisions was negligible (<0.09%). After ion-neutral collisions, the
product ions and the remaining base-pair reactant ions were
collected by the octopole and directed to the second quadrupole
mass filter in the tandem mass spectrometer for mass analysis and
pulse-counted by an electron multiplier.

The intensity of the [9MOG ·1MC]*+ ion beam was 1.4 × 104 counts
per sec. The kinetic energy spread (full width at half maximum,
FWHM) of the ion beam was determined to be 0.65 eV based on a
retarding potential analysis.[27,53] Under our thin-target collision
conditions, reaction cross section (σ, a micro-analogue of rate
constant, and σ is equal to rate constant/relative velocity between
reactants[28b]) was determined by Beer–Lambert law,[28c,54] i. e.,
s ¼

Iproduct kBT
Ireactant Pcell lcell

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the
temperature of reactants, Iproduct/Ireactant is the ratio of product/
reactant ion intensities, Pcell is the target gas pressure in the
scattering cell, and lcell is the effective cell length. The CID
measurement was cycled through a wide range of ECM from 0.05
to 5.0 eV. The experiment was repeated for at least five times, and
the relative uncertainty (when comparing cross sections at differ-
ence ECM) was less than 5%.

Analysis of CID Threshold Energy at 0 K. Due to the kinetic energy
spread and the internal energy of the reactant ion beam and the
Doppler broadening (i. e., thermal velocity inside the scattering cell)
of the Xe gas, the cross section of CID product ions rises from zero
at ECM lower than the true dissociation threshold (E0). To extract the
true value of E0, a modified line-of-center (LOC) model[28] was
used[Eq. (4)]:

s Eð Þ ¼ s0
ðECM þ Evib þ Erot � E0Þ

n

ECM
(4)

where σ0 is an energy-independent scaling factor, ECM is as defined
above, Evib and Erot are the reactant vibrational and rotational
energies, E0 is the dissociation threshold energy at 0 K, and n is a
fitting parameter that describes the efficiency of translational-to-
internal energy transfer (T!Eint) in collisions. The LOC model
assumes that at least some of near-threshold collisions are
completely inelastic so that all energy is available to drive base-pair
dissociation. This was verified in near-threshold CID studies of other
base-pair systems[26,34–37] as well as in dissociation of other covalent
molecules[55] and ionic complexes.[33c,d,56]

Before comparison with the experimental data, the σ(E) function
was convoluted over the experimental energy broadening of
reactant ions and the Xe gas as well as kinetic factors. A Monte
Carlo classical mechanics simulation program written for ion-
molecule collisions[26,57] was used to mimic energy broadening in
ion-Xe collision. For each product channel, a total of 100000 ion-
Xe collisions were simulated at each nominal ECM. In these
collisions, the Xe atoms were sampling a Maxwell� Boltzmann
kinetic energy distribution at the scattering cell temperature of
300 K. The primary ions were sampling Elab (corresponding to
specific ECM) with a 0.7 eV FWHM in the laboratory frame and Evib
and Erot from the normalized vibrational and rotational Maxwell� -
Boltzmann energy distributions at 310 K.

To account for kinetic shift[33a] in CID (i. e., excess energy is required
to observe detectable dissociation within the ion TOF in the mass
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spectrometer), each collision that had total energy exceeding E0
was subjected to the RRKM analysis to determine if it would lead
to a dissociation within the TOF (100 to 500 μs) or not. The
collision outcomes at various ECM were fed into Equation (4).

A leveling-off function was used in the fitting which allows σ(E) to
reach a plateau at high ECM. The rising curvature of cross section is
controlled by E0 and n and their values were adjusted until the
convoluted σ(E) reproduced the experimental data. Uncertainties
in the E0 fitting were determined from several independent fits
using an acceptable range of n (1.5–2.5) and included the absolute
uncertainties (less than 0.10 eV) in ECM.

Reaction of [9MOG·1MC]*+ with 1O2. Singlet O2 was generated in a
chemical reaction H2O2+Cl2+2KOH ! O2[a

1Δg]/O2[X3Σg� ]+2KCl+
2H2O.

[58] 10.5 mL of 8 M KOH was added dropwise to 20 mL of
35 wt.% H2O2 and the mixture was maintained at � 20 °C using a
recirculating chiller. The chilling removed the heat release in the
mixing of KOH and H2O2 and prevented H2O2 decomposition. The
Cl2 and He gases (each at a constant flow rate of 3 and 53 mL/min,
respectively) were mixed through a gas proportioner and intro-
duced to the slushy H2O2/KOH. All Cl2 reacted completely with H2O2
and produced the gas mixture of 1O2 (15%),

3O2 (85%) as well as
the He carrier gas. The gas products passed through a second trap
maintained at � 70 °C to remove the containing water vapor. The
pressure of the 1O2 chemical reactor was maintained at 12.8 Torr to
avoid significant O2 self-quenching. Before leaking into the
scattering cell, the absolute concentration of 1O2 was determined
by measuring its emission of 1O2 (a

1Δg ! X3�g
� , ν=0–0) at

1270 nm[59] using a home-built near-IR emission cell[58c] equipped
with focusing lenses, a 1270-nm interference filter, a thermoelectri-
cally cooled InGaAs photodetector, an optical chopper, and a lock-
in-amplifier. The output from the lock-in amplifier was converted
into absolute 1O2 concentration on the basis of a previous
calibration.

The 1O2/
3O2 and He were then leaked to the scattering cell using a

leak valve. The cell gas pressure was maintained at 0.25 mTorr for
the 1O2 reaction, of which only 5% was 1O2/

3O2. The interaction of
the remaining He gas with ions could be neglected in the reaction
due to the light neutral-heavy ion combination. The literature[60]

reported that nucleobase radical is not reactive with 3O2. This was
confirmed in our control experiment by using pure 3O2 as the
reactant gas.

Reaction Potential Energy Calculations

DFT, Couple cluster and RRKM for CID modeling. Electronic
structures of 9MOG*+ · 1MC, [9MOG � H]* · [1MC+H]+ and dissocia-
tion products were optimized using the ωB97XD functional paired
with the 6-311+ +G(d,p) basis set. The range-separated ωB97XD
functional provided reduced self-interaction errors and improved
the orbital description of nucleobase radicals.[25] Reactants and
products were confirmed to be stationary structures with no
imaginary frequency. Transition state (TS) was verified by having
only one imaginary frequency which corresponds to reaction
coordinate. Basis set superposition errors (BSSEs) were estimated by
the counterpoise correction[61] calculations. BSSEs were less than
0.05 eV and corrected for in the potential energy diagram. All DFT
calculations were completed using Gaussian 16.[62]

Single-point energy calculations of the ωB97XD-optimized struc-
tures were complemented using the domain based local pair-
natural orbital coupled-cluster theory including single and double
excitation with a perturbative triple-excitation DLPNO-CCSD(T)
method[63] coupled with the aug-cc-pVQZ basis set. The CCSD(T)
theory is consider a “gold standard”[63–64] of quantum chemistry
with accuracy comparable to experiments. The DLPNO-CCSD(T)

calculations were accomplished using ORCA 4.2.1.[65] The reaction
potential energy at 298 K includes electronic energy calculated at
DLPNO-CCSD(T), zero-point energy (ZPE, scaled by a factor of
0.975[66]) and thermal corrections calculated at ωB97XD. For
reaction energies at 0 K, only ZPEs were included in addition to
electronic energies.

RRKM dissociation rates were calculated using the Zhu and Hase
code of the RRKM program.[67] The Beyer-Swinehart direct-count
algorithm[68] was used to calculate density of states. Vibrational
frequencies, rotational constants, and moments of inertia of
reactants and TSs needed in the RRKM calculations were all taken
from the DFT calculations.

Approximately Spin-Projected DFT for Singlet Oxygenation
Reactions. Reaction structures for 9MOG*+, [9MOG � H]*, 9MOG*+

· 1MC and [9MOG � HN1]
* · [1MC+HN3’]

+ with 1O2, including
reactants, intermediate complexes, TSs and products were all
computed at the ωB97XD/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory. Intrinsic
reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations were carried out to ascertain
that TSs are connected to correct reactant/product minima.
Yamaguchi’s approximate spin projection of the DFT energy was
calculated by [Eq. (5)]:

E ¼
hbS
2
i
HS
� hbS

2
i
BS

exact

hbS
2
i
HS
� hbS

2
i
BS EBS �

hbS
2
i
BS
� hbS

2
i
BS

exact

hbS
2
i
HS
� hbS

2
i
BS EHS (5)

where EBS and hbS
2
i
BS
refer to the DFT electronic energy and the

average value of the total spin angular momentum operator for a
broken symmetry, low-spin target state (before annihilation of spin
contamination), and EHS and hbS

2
i
HS
represent the counterparts for a

high-spin state. When spin contamination is negligible, hbS
2
i
BS
is

close to the exact value hbS
2
i
BS

exact. The latter is defined as [Eq. (6)]:

hbS
2
i
BS

exact ¼
Na � Nb

2
Na � Nb

2 þ 1
� �

(6)

where Na and Nb are the numbers of α and β electrons,
respectively.

CASPT2 and NEVPT2 for Singlet Oxygenation Reactions. The
CASPT2[42] and NEVPT2[44] single-point energies for the ωB97XD/6-
31+G(d,p) optimized structures were calculated using OpenMolcas
version 22.1.[69] In the CASPT2 calculations, 6-31G(d,p) was used as
the basis set. The active space for 1O2-adducts and TSs was set to
21 electrons and 15 orbitals (21e,15o), which includes (12e,8o) from
the 1O2 moiety and (9e,7o) from the nucleobase or base-pair
radicals. A potential drawback of CASPT2 concerns an intruder state
in which the zero-order energy associated to the CASSCF wave-
function is nearly equal to a perturber (correction functions).[70] The
problem was reduced by adding an imaginary shift correction
(0.1)[71] in the calculations. Another issue concerns the unbalanced
description of the zeroth-order Hamiltonian for the open- and
closed-shell electronic configurations, which was attenuated by
introducing an ionization-potential-electron-affinity shift value
(IPEA, 0.25)[72] in the zero-order Hamiltonian.[73]

NEVPT2 implements a second order perturbation theory to the
CAS-type full configuration interaction (CAS-CI) wavefunction.[44,74]

NEVPT2 does not have intruder state,[75] neither does it require
level-shift correction or IPEA.[76] But NEVPT2 calculations were
much time-demanding. On the basis of a compromise between
computational cost and accuracy, the 6-31+G(d,p) basis set was
adopted for the NEVPT2 calculations, and the active space was set
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to (15e,12o) which includes (8e,6o) of 1O2 and (7e,6o) of
nucleobase.

In this work, the CASPT2- and NEVPT2-calculated reaction
enthalpies included the 298 K thermal corrections that were
calculated at the ωB97XD/6-31+G(d,p) level. As a calibration, we
calculated the 1O2 excitation energy using AP-ωB97XD/6-31+

G(d,p), CASPT2(12,8)/6-31G(d,p) and NEVPT2(8,6)/6-31+G(d,p).
The energy is 1.02 eV at AP-ωB97XD, 1.05 eV at CASPT2, and
0.91 eV at NEVPT2. For comparison, the experimental 1O2 excita-
tion energy is 0.98 eV.[59a] Furthermore, in our previous study on
the 1O2 reactions with monohydrated 9-methylguanine radical
cation[46] and monohydrated 9-methylguanine� 1-methylcytosine
base-pair radical cation,[41c] the CASPT2 method was able to
quantitatively reproduce their experimentally measured reaction
exothermicity.

Supporting Information Summary

The IP and E° of DNA components, reaction schemes and
energies, coordinates for reaction structures. The authors have
cited additional reference within the Supporting Information
(Ref. [77–82]).
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